Stat1 mediates an auto-regulation of hsp90beta gene in heat shock response.
We have reported earlier that a heat shock element in the first intron of human hsp90beta gene (iHSE) acts as an intronic enhancer to bind the heat shock factor (HSF1) and activates hsp90beta gene under heat shock. Here, we show that, in addition to the HSF1, Stat1 phosphorylation is indispensable in the event. We show that Jak2, a Janus kinase specifically associated with the beta subunit of IFNgamma receptor, and PKCepsilon an isoform of the atypical PKC family, are the two dominant kinases responsible for the heat shock induced phosphorylation on Y701 and S727 of Stat1. However, the activation of these kinases under heat shock requires the association of chaperone proteins of the Hsp90 family, in particular, the Hsp90beta under heat shock. Furthermore, Brg1, an ATPase subunit of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex is likely recruited by HSF1 and Stat1 at the iHSE under heat shock. Brg1 further confers an open chromatin conformation at the promoter region that is pivotal to the heat shock induced fully activation of the hsp90beta gene in Jurkat cells. This is a novel example of how multiple activation steps occur under heat shock, first on the kinases and then the Stat1 and the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex that follows to conduct an auto-regulation based fully activation of the gene.